Dialects and standard forms of a language typically share a set of cognates that could bear the same meaning in both varieties or only be shared homographs but serve as faux amis. Moreover, there are words that are used exclusively in the dialect or the standard variety. Both phenomena, faux amis and exclusive vocabulary, are considered out of vocabulary (OOV) phenomena. In this paper, we present this problem of OOV in the context of machine translation. We present a new approach for dialect to English Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) enhancement based on normalizing dialectal language into standard form to provide equivalents to address both aspects of the OOV problem posited by dialectal language use. We specifically focus on Arabic to English SMT. We use two publicly available dialect identification tools: AIDA and MADAMIRA, to identify and replace dialectal Arabic OOV words with their modern standard Arabic (MSA) equivalents. The results of evaluation on two blind test sets show that using AIDA to identify and replace MSA equivalents enhances translation results by 0.4% absolute BLEU (1.6% relative BLEU) and using MADAMIRA achieves 0.3% absolute BLEU (1.2% relative BLEU) enhancement over the baseline. We show our replacement scheme reaches a noticeable enhancement in SMT performance for faux amis words.
Introduction
In this day of hyper connectivity, spoken vernaculars are ubiquitously ever more present in textual social media and informal communication channels. Written (very close to the spoken) informal language as represented by dialect poses a significant challenge to current natural language processing (NLP) technology in general due to the lack of standards for writing in these vernaculars. The problem is exacerbated when the vernacular constitutes a dialect of the language that is quite distinct and divergent from a language standard and people code switch within utterance between the standard and the dialect. This is the case for Arabic. Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), as the name indicates, is the official standard for the Arabic language usually used in formal settings, while its vernaculars vary from it significantly forming dialects known as dialectal Arabic (DA), commonly used in informal settings such as the web and social media. Contemporary Arabic is a collection of these varieties. Unlike MSA, DA has no standard orthography (Salloum and Habash, 2013) . Most of the studies in Arabic NLP have been conducted on MSA. NLP research on DA, the unstandardized spoken variety of Arabic, is still at its infancy. This constitutes a problem for Arabic processing in general due to the ubiquity of DA usage in written social media. Moreover, linguistic code switching between MSA and DA always happens either in the course of a single sentence or across different sentences. However this intrasentential code switching is quite pervasive . For instance 98.13% of sentences crawled from Egyptian DA (EGY) discussion forums for the COLABA project (Diab et al., 2010) contains intrasentential code switching. MSA has a wealth of NLP tools and resources compared to a stark deficiency in such resources for DA. The mix of MSA and DA in utterances constitutes a significant problem of Out of Vocabulary (OOV) words in the input to NLP applications. The OOV problem is two fold: completely unseen words in training data, and homograph OOVs where the word appears in the training data but with a different sense. Given these issues, DA NLP and especially DA statistical machine translation (SMT) can be seen as highly challenging tasks and this illustrates the need for conducting more research on DA. MSA has a wealth of resources such as parallel corpora and tools like morphological analyzers, disambiguation systems, etc. On the other hand, DA still lacks such tools and resources. As an example, parallel DA to English (EN) corpora are still very few and there are almost no MSA-DA parallel corpora. Similar to MSA, DA has the problem of writing with optional diacritics. It also lacks orthographic standards. Hence, translating from DA to EN is challenging as there are impediments posed by the nature of the language coupled with the lack of resources and tools to process DA (Salloum and Habash, 2013) . MSA and DA are significantly different on all levels of linguistic representation: phonologically, morphologically, lexically, syntactically, semantically and pragmatically. The morphological differences between MSA and DA are most noticeably expressed by using some clitics and affixes that do not exist in MSA. For instance, the DA (Egyptian and Levantine) future marker clitic H 1 is expressed as the clitic s in MSA (Salloum and Habash, 2013) . On a lexical level, MSA and DA share a considerable number of faux amis where the lexical tokens are homographs but have different meanings. For instance the word yEny in MSA means 'to mean', but in DA, it is a pragmatic marker meaning 'to some extent'. We refer to this phenomenon as sense OOV (SOOV). This phenomenon is in addition to the complete OOV (COOV) that exist in DA but don't exist in MSA. These issues constitute a significant problem for processing DA using MSA trained tools. This problem is very pronounced in machine translation. In this paper, we present a new approach to build a DA-to-EN MT system by normalizing DA words into MSA. We focus our investigation on the Egyptian variety of DA (EGY). We leverage MSA resources with robust DA identification tools to improve SMT performance for DA-to-EN SMT. We focus our efforts on replacing identified DA words by MSA counterparts. We investigate the replacement specifically in the decoding phase of the SMT pipeline. We explore two state of the art DA identification tools for the purposes of our study. We demonstrate the effects of our replacement scheme on each OOV type and show that normalizing DA words into their equivalent MSA considerably enhances SMT performance in translating SOOVs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews related work; Section 3 details our approach; Section 4 presents the results obtained on standard data sets; in Section 5, we discuss the results and perform error analysis; finally we conclude with some further observations in Section 6.
Related Work
Leveraging MSA resources and tools to enrich DA for NLP purposes has been explored in several studies. Chiang, et. al. (2006) exploit the relation between Levantine Arabic (LEV) and MSA to build a syntactic parser on transcribed spoken LEV without using any annotated LEV corpora. Since there are no DA-to-MSA parallel corpora, rule-based methods have been predominantly employed to translate DA-to-MSA. For instance, Abo Bakr et al. (2008) introduces a hybrid approach to transfer a sentence from EGY into a diacritized MSA form. They use a statistical approach for tokenizing and tagging in addition to a rule-based system for constructing diacritized MSA sentences. Moreover, Al-Sabbagh and Girju (2010) introduce an approach to build a DA-to-MSA lexicon through mining the web. In the context of DA translation, Sawaf (2010) introduced a hybrid MT system that uses statistical and rule-based approaches for DA-to-EN MT. In his study, DA words are normalized to the equivalent MSA using a dialectal morphological analyzer. This approach achieves 2% absolute BLEU enhancement for Web texts and about 1% absolute BLEU improvement over the broadcast transmissions. Furthermore, Salloum and Habash (2012) use a DA morphological analyzer (ADAM) and a list of hand-written morphosyntactic transfer rules (from DA to MSA) to improve DA-to-EN MT. This approach improves BLEU score on a blind test set by 0.56% absolute BLEU (1.5% relative) on the broadcast conversational and broadcast news data. Test sets used in their study contain a mix of Arabic dialects but Levantine Arabic constitutes the majority variety. Zbib et al. (2012) demonstrate an approach to ac- Figure 1 : Block diagram of the proposed system for enhancing DA-to-EN SMT via normalizing DA quire more DA-to-EN data to improve DA SMT performance by enriching translation models with more DA data. They use Amazon Mechanical Turk to create a DA-to-EN parallel corpus. This parallel data is augmented to the available large MSA-to-EN data and is used to train the SMT system. They showed that their trained SMT model on this DA-to-EN data, can achieve 6.3% and 7% absolute BLEU enhancement over an SMT system trained on MSA-to-EN data when translating EGY and LEV test sets respectively. Habash (2008) demonstrates four techniques for handling OOV words through modifying phrase tables for MSA. He also introduces a tool which employs these four techniques for online handling of OOV in SMT (Habash, 2009) . introduces MADA-ARZ, a new system for morphological analysis and disambiguation of EGY based on an MSA morphological analyzer MADA (Habash and Rambow, 2005) . They evaluate MADA-ARZ extrinsically in the context of DA-to-EN MT and show that using MADA-ARZ for tokenization leads to 0.8% absolute BLEU improvement over the baseline which is simply tokenized with MADA. In this paper, we use MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) , a system for morphological analysis and disambiguation for both MSA and DA (EGY), to identify DA words and replace MSA equivalents. Our approach achieves 0.6% absolute BLEU improvement over the scores reported in .
Approach
In the context of SMT for DA-to-EN, we encounter a significant OOV rate between test and training data since the size of the training data is relatively small. On the other hand, we have significant amounts of MSA-to-EN parallel data to construct rich phrase tables. MSA and DA, though divergent, they share many phenomena that can be leveraged for the purposes of MT. Hence, if we combine training data from MSA with that from DA, and then at the decode time normalize OOV DA words into their equivalent MSA counterparts we should be able to overcome the resource challenges in the DA-to-EN SMT context, yielding better overall translation performance. The OOV problem is two fold: complete OOV (COOV) and sense OOV (SOOV). The COOV problem is the standard OOV problem where an OOV in the input data is not attested at all in the training data. The SOOV problem is where a word is observed in the training data but with a different usage or sense, different from that of the test data occurrence. To our knowledge, our research is the first to address the SOOV directly in the context of SMT. To that end, we employ two DA identification tools: a morphological tagger, as well as a full-fledged DA identification tool to identify and replace DA words with their equivalent MSA lemmas in the test data at decoding time. Accordingly, the ultimate goal of this work is to assess the impact of different DA identification and replacement schemes on SMT overall perfor-mance and overall OOV (both types) reduction. It is worth noting that we focus our experiments on the decoding phase of the SMT system. Figure1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system. We exploit the following tools and resources:
• MADAMIRA: A system for morphological analysis and disambiguation for both MSA and DA (EGY). MADAMIRA indicates whether a word is EGY or MSA based on its underlying lexicon which is used to generate an equivalent EN gloss. However, for EGY words, MADAMIRA does not generate the equivalent MSA lemma (Pasha et al., 2014 );
• AIDA: A full-fledged DA identification tool which is able to identify and classify DA words on the token and sentence levels. AIDA exploits MADAMIRA internally in addition to more information from context to identify DA words . AIDA provides both the MSA equivalent lemma(s) and corresponding EN gloss(es) for the identified DA words;
• THARWA: A three-way lexicon between EGY, MSA and EN (Diab et al., 2014) .
To evaluate effectiveness of using each of these resources in OOV reduction, we have exploited the following replacement schemes:
• AIDA identifies DA words in the context and replaces them with the most probable equivalent MSA lemma;
• MADAMIRA determines whether a word is DA or not. If the word is DA, then EN gloss(es) from MADAMIRA are used to find the most probable equivalent MSA lemma(s) from THARWA.
As all of these DA identification resources (MADAMIRA, AIDA and THARWA) return MSA equivalents in the lemma form, we adopt a factored translation model to introduce the extra information in the form of lemma factors. Therefore, DA replacement affects only the lemma factor in the factored input. We consider the following setups to properly translate replaced MSA lemma to the the corresponding inflected form (lexeme): 2
• Generated lexeme-to-lexeme translation (Glex-to-lex): To derive inflected MSA lexeme from MSA replaced lemma and POS, we construct a generation table on the factored data to map lemma and POS factors into lexeme. This table is generated using Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) generation scripts and provides a list of generated lexemes for each lemma-POS pair. An MSA lexeme language model (LM) is then used to decode the most probable sequence of MSA lexemes given these generated lexemes for each word in the sentence.
• lemma+POS-to-lexeme translation (lem+POS-to-lex): In this path source lemma and POS are translated into the appropriate target lexeme. We expect this path provides plausible translations for DA words that are not observed in the phrase tables.
• lexeme-to-lexeme;lemma+POS-to-lexeme translation (lex-to-lex;lem+POS-to-lex): The first path translates directly from a source lexeme to the target lexeme. So it provides appropriate lexeme translations for the words (MSA or DA) which have been observed in the trained model. It is worth noting that lex-to-lex translation path does not contain any replacement or normalization. Therefore, it is different from the first path (Glex-to-lex). The second path is similar to the lem+POS-to-lex path and is used to translate DA words that do not exist in the trained model.
Data Sets
For training translation models we use a collection of MSA and EGY texts created from multiple LDC catalogs 3 comprising multiple genres (newswire, broadcast news, broadcast conversations, newsgroups and weblogs (Maamouri et al., 2004) ; Tokenization on the EN side of the parallel data is performed using Tree Tagger (Schmid, 1994) .
Language Modeling
We create a 5-gram language model (LM) from three corpora sets: a) The English Gigaword 5 (Graff and Cieri, 2003) ; b) The English side of the BOLT Phase1 parallel data; and, c) different LDC English corpora collected from discussion forums (LDC2012E04, LDC2012E16, LDC2012E21, LDC2012E54). We use SRILM (Stolcke., 2002) to build 5-gram language models with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing.
SMT System
We use the open-source Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) to build a standard phrase-based SMT system which extracts up to 8 words phrases in the Moses phrase table. The parallel corpus is wordaligned using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) . Feature weights are tuned to maximize BLEU on the dev set using Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) (Och, 2003) . To account for the instability of MERT, we run the tuning step three times per condition with different random seeds and use the optimized weights that give the median score on the development set. As all our DA identification resources (MADAMIRA, AIDA and THARWA) are lemma-based, we adopt a factored translation model setup to introduce the extra information in the form of a lemma factor. As lemma only is not enough to generate appropriate inflected surface (lexeme) forms, we add a POS factor with two main translation paths: (i) direct translation from a source lexeme to the target lexeme; and (ii) translation from source lemma and POS to the appropriate target lexeme. Therefore, the first path should provide plausible translations for the words that have been seen before in the phrase tables while we expect that the second path provides feasible translations for DA words that are not seen in the trained model.
Experimental Results

Baseline Results
For each experimental condition mentioned in Section 3, we define a separate baseline with similar setup. These baselines use the SMT setup described in Section 3.3 and are evaluated on the two test sets mentioned in Section 3.1. To assess effectiveness of normalizing DA into MSA on the overall performance of MT system, the dev and test sets are processed through the similar steps to generate factored data but without any replacement of the DA words with MSA correspondents. We believe this to be a rigorous and high baseline as data contains some morphological information useful for DA-to-EN translation in the form of lemma and POS factors. We started with a baseline trained on the 29M words tokenized MSA training set and 5M words tokenized DA set separately. We created the baseline trained on the 34M words MSA+DA train data. Our objective of splitting train data based on its dialectal variety is to assess the role of DA words existing in the train set in the performance of our approach. Table 1 illustrates baseline BLEU scores on BOLT-arz and MT09-test sets with three different training conditions: MSA+DA, MSA only, and DA only.
Replacement Experimental Results
We run the SMT pipeline using the feature weights that performed best during the tuning session on our dev set. Then the SMT pipeline with these tuned weights is run on two blind test sets. To account for statistical significance tests we used bootstrapping methods as detailed in (Zhang and Vogel, 2010) . Table 2 shows BLEU scores of different DA identification and replacement schemes exploited in different setups on the test sets.
As we can see in Table 2 , both AIDA and MADAMIRA replacement schemes outperform the baseline scores using MSA+DA trained models and lem+POS-to-lex;lex-to-lex setup. AIDA reaches 0.4% absolute BLEU (1.6% relative BLEU) improvement and MADAMIRA achieves 0.3% absolute BLEU (1.2% relative BLEU) enhancement over the corresponding baselines. This is while the same enhancement in BLEU scores can not be captured when we exploit the model
Test Set
Train Set lex-to-lex lem+POS-to-lex lex-to-lex:lem+POS-to-lex which is trained on MSA or DA parallel data solely. This indicates that normalizing DA into MSA can reach its best performance only when we enrich the training model with DA words at the same time. Therefore, we note that acquiring more DA data to enrich phrase tables at the training phase and normalizing DA at the decoding step of SMT system would yield the best DAto-EN translation accuracy. Regardless of the replacement scheme we use to reduce the OOV rate (AIDA or MADAMIRA), BLEU scores on the MT09 are much higher than those on the BOLT-arz because the amount of MSA words in the training data is much more than DA words. Therefore, SMT system encounters less OOVs at the decode time on MSA texts such as MT09. Overall we note that adding AIDA or MADAMIRA to the setup at best has no impact on performance on the MT09 data set since it is mostly MSA. However, we note a small impact for using the tools in the lex-to-lex:lem+POS-tolex path in the MSA+DA experimental setting. Comparing results of different setups indicates that adding lex-to-lex translation path to the lem+POS-to-lex increases both AIDA and MADAMIRA performance on two test sets significantly. As Table 2 demonstrates adding lexto-lex path to the lem+POS-to-lex translation using the model trained on MSA+DA data leads to 3.3% and 1.7% BLEU improvement using AIDA and MADAMIRA, respectively on the BOLT-arz set. Similar conditions on the MT09-test gives us 1.7% and 0.7% absolute improvement in the BLEU scores using AIDA and MADAMIRA respectively. This happens because lex-to-lex path can provide better translations for the words (MSA or DA) which have been seen in the phrase tables and having both these paths enables the SMT system to generate more accurate translations. Our least results are obtained when we use lem+POS-to-lex translation path solely either using AIDA or MADAMIRA which mainly occurs due to some errors existing in the output of morphological analyzer that yields to the erroneous lemma or POS. 
Error Analysis
To assess the rate of OOV reduction using different replacement methodologies, we first identify OOV words in the test sets. Then, out of these words, cases that our approach has led to an improvement in the sentence BLEU score over the baseline is reported. Table 3 shows the number of sentences, types and tokens for each test set as well as the corresponding type and token OOV counts. As we can see in this table, 0.82% of tokens in BOLT-arz and 0.45% of tokens in MT09-test sets are OOV. These cover the complete OOV cases (COOV). In addition to these cases of COOV that are caused by lack of enough training data coverage, there are sense OOV (SOOV). SOOV happens when a particular word appears in both DA and MSA data but have different senses as faux amis. For instance the Arabic word qlb occurs in both MSA and DA contexts but with a different set of senses due to the lack of diacritics. In the specific MSA context it means 'heart' while in DA it means either 'heart' or 'change'. Therefore, in addition to the cases that word sense is triggered by DA context, other levels of word sense ambiguity such as homonymy and polysemy are involved in defining an SOOV word. Hence, SOOV identification in the test set needs additional information such as word equivalent EN gloss. We determine SOOV as the words that (i) are observed as MSA word in the training data and considered a DA word in the test set once processed by AIDA and MADAMIRA; and, (ii) MSA and DA renderings have different non-overlapped equivalent EN glosses as returned by our AIDA and MADAMIRA. We assume that words with different dialectal usages in the train and test will have completely different EN equivalents, and thereby will be considered as SOOV. One of the words that this constraint has recognized as SOOV is the word zy with English equivalent 'uniform' or 'clothing' in MSA and 'such as' or 'like' in DA. Replacement of this SOOV by the MSA equivalent 'mvl' yields better translation as shown in Table 4 .
Among all COOV words, our approach only targets COOV which are identified as DA. Table 5 and 6 report the number of COOV words (type and token) which have been identified as DA by AIDA or MADAMIRA in BOLT-arz and MT09 test sets, respectively. Second column in these tables represent number of SOOV (type and token) in each set. Last columns show percentage of sentences which have had at least one COOV or SOOV word and our replacement methodology has improved the sentence BLEU score over the baseline for each setup, respectively. Percentages in these columns demonstrate the ratio of enhanced sentences to the total number of sentences which have been determined to have at least one COOV or SOOV word. These percentages are reported on the MSA+DA data to train the SMT system condition. While Table 5 and 6 show enhancements through DA COOV replacements, our manual assessment finds that most of these enhancements are actually coming from SOOVs present in the same sentences. For example, when we examined the 21 types identified by AIDA as DA COOV in BOLTarz we found 9 typos, 5 MSAs, one foreign word and only 6 valid DA types. Moreover, none of the replacements over these 6 DA types yield an enhancement. Although Table 5 shows that MADAMIRA achieves more success enhancing BLEU score of sentences which contain SOOV words on BOLTarz test set, results of our investigation show that AIDA deteriorated performance on SOOV happens due to the noise that its MSA replacements add to the non-SOOV proportion of data. To assess this hypothesis we ran the best experimental setup (decoding:lex-to-lex:lem+POS-to-lex, training: MSA+DA) on the proportion of sentences in BOLT-arz which contain at least one SOOV 281 lex-to-lex:lem+POS-to-lex 45% 62% Table 5 for MT09 set.
word as processed using AIDA and MADAMIRA (the intersection subset). It is worth noting that compared to the baseline BLEU score of 23.8 on this subset, AIDA achieves a BLEU score of 24.4 while MADAMIRA only achieves a lower BLEU score of 24.0. This implicitly demonstrates that AIDA provides better MSA equivalents even for DA words which have MSA homographs with different meanings (faux amis cases). Overall, we note that the same results can be captured from Table 2 that shows AIDA outperforming MADAMIRA in identifying and replacing DA words.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a new approach to enhance DAto-EN machine translation by reducing the rate of DA OOV words. We employed AIDA and MADAMIRA to identify DA words and replace them with the corresponding MSA equivalent. We showed our replacement scheme reaches a noticeable enhancement in SMT performance for SOOVs. This can be considered one of the contributions of this work which was not addressed in the previous studies before. The results of evaluation on two blind test sets showed that using AIDA to identify and replace MSA equivalents enhances translation results by 0.4% absolute BLEU (1.6% relative BLEU) and using MADAMIRA achieves 0.3% absolute BLEU (1.2% relative BLEU) enhancement over the baseline on two blind test sets. One of the interesting ideas to extend this project in the future is to combine AIDA and MADAMIRA top choices in a confusion network and feeding this confusion network to the SMT system. Acquiring more DA-to-EN parallel data to enrich translation models is another work which we intend to pursue later. Moreover, evaluating possible effects of different genres and domains on the framework efficiency provides another path to extend this work in future.
